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Gloo Edge
Envoy Proxy based API Gateway and Ingress Controller

Gloo Edge is a production-ready open source and enterprise API Gateway to facilitate and secure traffic at the edge of
the network to applications including legacy monoliths, microservices, serverless functions, and eases the transition to
service mesh. Organizations looking to modernize applications need to deliver new customer experiences faster than
ever, without disruption. Gloo Edge enables teams to seamlessly bring together a diverse IT portfolio and modernize at
the pace of their business.
Gloo Edge facilitates and secures communication at the edge, as part of the Gloo API Infrastructure Platform for modern
service connectivity. Built on Envoy Proxy with a lightweight yet powerful architecture and declarative configuration, the
Gloo Edge control plane scales effortlessly to ensure high performance for your most critical application environments.
Enable and accelerate developer workflows with delegated access and a separation of concerns with operations.
Streamline API security, management, and access to internal developers, customers, and your partner ecosystem.
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Product Features

Advanced Traffic Management

Federated Management

Abstract how APIs are exposed from their implementation
to perform transformations and granular traffic shaping.
Automatically discover or manually configure a wide range
of services including Kuberentes, VMs, and functions.

Scale consistent configurations and operations from a
single cluster to multiple clusters across clouds and zones.
Improve availability with global failover routing, traffic
splitting, and locality-aware routing across clusters.

Zero Trust Security

Operational Observability

Built in security capabilities like Web Application Firewall,
Data Loss Prevention, Encryption, robust AuthN/AuthZ
options, and Secrets provide end-to-end network security.

Gain visibility with detailed metrics, logs, and health checks
across environments with an operational dashboard UI to
quickly pinpoint issues for troubleshooting.

Extensibility
Seamlessly integrates to work on any infrastructure and
workload. Pluggable architecture and WebAssembly
integration enables customization of the proxy behavior.

INTEGRATIONS

Run Anywhere

Connect
Microservices

Serverless
Integrations

Security
Integrations

Service Mesh
Integrations

• Azure

• Containers

• AWS Lambda

• Hashicorp Vault

• AWS App Mesh

• Google Cloud

• Monoliths

• Azure

• Let’s Encrypt

• Hashicorp Consul

• Hashicorp Nomad

• Serverless

• AWS

• Kubernetes
• Openstack
• VMware

Functions
• Google
Functions
• Knative

• Istio
• Linkerd
• Solo.io Service
Mesh Hub
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Availability

Gloo Edge is available in open source and enterprise versions and can be deployed on any on-prem or cloud environment.
Open Source

Enterprise

DIY with Envoy Filters

Full support with out of
the box implementations

DIY with Envoy Filters

Basic and Advanced
out of the box

Read-Only

Read-Write

Community, no SLA

Enterprise support
with dedicated SLAs

Connect all workload types and routes
Circuit breaking, Retries, Timeouts
Traffic Shifting and Shadowing
Network Encryption TLS
Security integration to
HashiCorp Vault and Let’s Encrypt
AuthN / AuthZ
Web Application Firewall
Data Loss Prevention
Rate Limiting
Admin Dashboard
Federation for Multi-Cluster
Management
Developer Portal
Support

For more information
REQUEST A DEMO AT SOLO.IO/DEMO

TRY GLOO EDGE AT SOLO.IO/TRIAL

contact@solo.io

About Solo.io

www.solo.io

Solo.io, the modern service connectivity company, delivers API infrastructure from the edge to service mesh, helping
enterprises adopt, secure, and operate innovative cloud native technologies. APIs drive microservices and cloud
native technologies, forming the foundation for developers, partners and customers to interact with application
services quickly, effectively, and securely. Solo.io brings developer and operations tooling to manage and federate
security and traffic control and tie together the integration points to enable and observe the application network.

